The external relations of the EU with the "developing world" were
transformed in the 1990S with the collapse of the Soviet Union. It ended me
bipolar rivalry in the developing world that had involved support for corrupt
and incompetent regimes. For the EU it led to the refocussing of assistance
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towards Central and Eastern Europe and ultimately to the expansion of the
EU itself. In development policy it led to a much greater emphasis upon aid
effectiveness and upon good governance and the rule of law. But within me
context of the longer history of EU development policy mis is all relatively
recent. This chapter attempts to review the longer history and establish the
context for those issues mat currently dominate the development policy discussion. It begins with a review of the EU's trade relations with the develop-
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ing world and then considers its external assistance programmes, concentrat-
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ing upon the Mrican, Caribbean and Pacific (Acp) group of countries, who
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were the principle focus of development policy for many decades.
The relationship of the EU to me developing world has been hea-
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vily influenced by me colonial histories of many of its Member States (Ms).
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From me inception of me Community, France sought the inclusion of its over-
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seas territories in the customs union and special arrangements for Morocco and
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Tunisia. Italy sought similar concessions for Libya. Thus, under Articles 131-136 of
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the Treaty of Rome there was provision for" association" status for non-european
countries that had a "special relation" with Community members.
In 1964 the Yaound" Convention laid the foundations for all
subsequent relations with the Acp group. It had both a trade and aid dimension, and created a framework for a political dialogue within the "partnership"
between the EU and 18 developing countries. With the accession of the UK,
the EU had to accommodate the country's existing relationships with the
Commonwealth-particularly Commonwealth Preference. TheAcp group now
expanded to include most of the developing countries of the Commonwealth
but with the notable exceptions of India, Palcistan and Bangladesh.
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The Lome Conventions
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those products exceeded 20%; in the case of textiles the share limit was 10%.

The first Lome Convention was signed in 1975 and ultimately

Brazil, Hong Kong, China, South Korea and Singapore have all experienced

would include 70 countries in the Acp group. Each Convention lasted for five

the withdrawal of some GsP concessions, and some authors had concluded

years and had both an aid and trade component. Lome offered duty-free access

that GsP benefits were withdrawn from most LDCs" manufactured products

for Acp exports of primary products and manufactures and most non-CAP

that have penetrated EU markets to any significant degree. In addition, some

agricultural products. Special arrangements existed for bananas, rum, beef and

140 sensitive products, including textiles and clothing, were subject to tariff

sugar (the Commodity Protocols), offering access for quotas from certain Acps

quotas or volume limits under the GsP.

at higher guaranteed EU prices. Approximately 97% of Acp exports entered

In January 1995 a new ten-year GsP was adopted by the EU. A

the EU duty-free, but 63% of Acp exports would have entered the EU duty-

safeguard clause allowed the reintroduction of duties should imports threaten

free even without the Lome Conventions, mainly under the General System

to cause serious difficulties to an EU producer. There was also a "graduation

of Preferences (Gsp). Gsps are intended to offer duty-free access to developed

memanism", providing for the exclusion of specific country-sector combinations

country markets for all less developed country (LDC) manufactured exports.

from the GsP, depending upon the exporting country's overall level of industrial

The EU's GsP was instituted in 1971 and each scheme was intended to run for

development and degree of" export specialisation" as defined by the EU.

five years, but the EU's overriding commitment to the Acps compromised the

By 2004 imports under the GsP were totalling euros 40 bn. with
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India (17% GsP total), China (11%) and Brazil (6%) the principal beneficiaries.
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Thus the greatest benefit to the Acps from Lome arose with pro-

In 2006 a new GsP was introduced, covering 7,200 products from 179 countries.
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ducts that would otherwise face substantial tariffs and therefore command

In addition "GsP plus" was offered to "dependent and vulnerable" countries.

of European Union
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artificially high prices within the European market. Unfortunately these com-

To qualifY for these additional concessions countries must ratifY 23 internatio-
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prised the smallest category of Acp exports to the EU and were declining.

nal conventions (e.g. human rights, labour standards, etc.) and demonstrate

Policy

McQueen & Stevens estimated that only 7% of Acp exports received this

economic dependence 2, requirements so far met by fifteen countries.
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emergence of any comprehensive concessions to the LDCs.

significant preferential margin in 1989.' These concessions were nonteciprocal in that the EU only required that the Acp states did not discriminate in
their own markets between the Community's MSs.

The Single Market
The movement towards the Single European Market (SEM) was an
important development in EULDC relations. For the LDCs the existing natio-

The General System of Preferences

nal preferential arrangements for their exports were often inconsistent with the

Over its history the EU's GsP had become increasingly discri-

1992 ptogramme, and many Ms quotas, Voluntary Export Restraints (VERs)

minatory, both by product and by country of origin. Thus, from 1986 the

ete., needed to be replaced by EU arrangements. Under Article 115 of the Treaty

GsP was withdrawn from those countries' products where income per capita

of Rome Member States had been allowed to suspend imports of goods from

was greater than $2000, and where the country's share of EU imports of

other Ms where third countries were attempting to circumvent quotas through
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transshipment. Although this Article was restated in the Maastricht Treaty,

to

the ending of border controls it could no longer be employed. However

the Economic Partnership Agreements (EPA) under the Cotonou Agreement,

were of more significance in limiting the volume ofLoc exports and these

the successor to Lome. The EU expects regional EpAs to be reciprocal in their

ved 1992 on a Community basis. Although the European Commission !;CJ.JCIaJllr

trade concessions in order to be WTO compatible. Beginning in

believes that most industries should be able to withstand import cOJnpetiltiOll'

will apply to the middle-income Acps and will be phased in over 12 years.

after the restrucruring following from economic integration, footwear,

However the 39 low income Acps will continue ro enjoy nonreciprocal duty
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2008

these

mer electronics and ceraJnic tableware all continued to face quotas. Thus VERs

and quota-free access for virtually all their products under the separate "every-

were required from South Korea and Taiwan for footwear, where they supplied

thing but arms" (EBA) initiative, which is being offered to all 48 low income

one third of all EU imports in 1987, and consumer electronics. Even in 2006

LoCs. However, as a consequence of this new EU concession to all low income

antidumping duties were applied to footwear exports from China and VietnaJ11.

Locs the Acps will see their relative advantage further eroded.

The most significant VER affecting Loes was the Multi Fibre Arrangement
(MFA) affecting textile and clothing imports. The futute of MFA IV was to be

Ju monde

the Acps and led to the fundamental changes still being negotiated with
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bound up with the Uruguay Round negotiations of the General Agreement on

The Uruguay Round
Changes in the EU's trade preference regime must be seen in

Tariffs and Trade (GATT) whiclI ultimately led to its final demise in 2005.

the context of wider changes in global trading arrangements. The Uruguay
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Some aspects of EULOC trade relations were unaffected by the SEM

Round of the GATT was completed in 1994 and included its transformation
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prograJnme. For eXaJ11ple, the national export credit agencies continued to ope-

into the WTO. Besides enhancing the powers of this international organi-
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rate independendy. By contrast, "tied aid" was required to be directed towards

sation-including ma1ting its rulings obligatory rather than advisory-the

ofEuropellll Union

any EU exporter rather than exclusively to those of the Ms granting the assistance.

Uruguay Round was to have significant implications for the Locs. The trend
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Of the $13.63 bn of bilateral aid of eight EU states in 1987, 57% was partially or

towards increasing agriculture protectionism was challenged by the thirteen
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entirely "tied". Widening the Loc recipient's choice of suppliers significandy

nation Cairns Group, which included both developed (Australia, Canada and

increases the real value of aid, as enhanced competition reduces prices.

New Zealand) and developing countries (Brazil, Chile, Philippines, Malaysia).

But the most significant development arising from the SEM for
the Acps was to emerge from what appeared to be a relatively minor aspect-

This group pressed for the inclusion of agricultural products in the negotia-

the Banana Protocol. The establishment of the single market required the

reduction in agricultural protectionism the Cairns Group sought the even-

replacement of national preferential import regimes for this product by an

tual elimination of EU agricultural subsidies and the movement towards free

EU wide quota system. This was to lead to a confrontation with the American

trade, benefiting not only efficient Loc and developed country agricultural

"dollar banana" producers before the GATT and its successor, the World Trade

exporters, but also EU consumers. The reduction in agricultural subsidies was

Organisation (WTO) 3. The WTO ruling against the EU's banana regime chal-

one of the major areas of contention between the US and EU in the negotia-

lenged the existing basis for the nonreciprocal concessions offered under Lome

tions and was to continue into the current Doha Round. The final agreement

tions, a position supported by the US but opposed by the EO. Through the

r--

required the substitution of tariffs for the existing complex system of
tas, VERs, controls and variable levies. In addition, the EU committed
to cutting its agricultural export subsidies by 36% over six years. Although
this was beneficial to some Loc primary exporters, raising world prices and
enhancing their relative competitiveness, it was to the disadvantage of those
that were net food importers. It also eroded the relative advantage of those
Locs, such as the Acps, who enjoyed privileged access to the EU market and
reduced EU prices. Overall the Acps were expected to experience a del:erionltion in their trade balance of $226 million in temperate and $177 million in
tropical agricultural products 4.
L'Europc
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The Uruguay Round also agreed a further reduction in manufactures MFN tariffs to 3.9%, again eroding the GsP and Acp preferences,
but the Acp loss was estimated at only $317 million. However for the developing world the most significant change was the agreement to bring textiles
back under the auspices of the GATT. The MFA was to be phased out over
ten years, with tariffs replacing quotas. Although efficient producers such as
China, India and Paltistan were likely to gain at me expense of me EU's own
textile industry, they also displaced established Acp exporters such as Jamaica,
Fiji and Mauritius. Overall the Acps' exports to the EU were expected to fall
by euros 256 million (1.3% of export earnings). The biggest losers were anticipated to include Ethiopia, Fiji, Trinidad and Tobago, Guyana, Mauritius,
Senegal, Jamaica, Tanzania and Malawi.
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September 2003 on commitments to the reduction of export subsidies and
import tariffs on agricultural products, no agreement could be reached. The
US remained concerned that the proposed cuts should be reciprocated by
similar moves by the Locs and the EU defended the degree of CAP reform
that had been offered and called for me "Singapore Issues" (i.e. investment,
competition, transparency in government procurement and trade facilitation,
etc.) to be addressed concurrently. The US threatened to abandon further
WTO negotiations in favour of regional and bilateral trade deals. Meanwhile
the EU, which had acquiesced to me unbundling of the Singapore issues as a
last-minute concession, reconsidered its position. As for the LoCs, they rejected calls for substantial reciprocal cuts in their own import duties and called

L'Europc

for the unbundling of the "Singapore Issues".
Some progress was made at the Hong Kong summit in

du mond..:

December 2005. Both me US and the EU agreed to phase out all agricultural
export subsidies by 2013 with domestic agricultural support constrained to
three bands-mose in the highest band of support would be subject to the
greatest reductions. But WTO members would retain the right to specifY "special or sensitive" products that would be exempt from tariff reductions and

The Doha Round

Locs "special safeguard measures", based on import levels and price triggers,
but the details had yet to be agreed. Similarly, in regard to nonagricultural
tariffs those that are set at the highest levels would be subject to the greatest
reductions. Of particular concern to the Locs remained the principle of "special and differential" treatment, which embodies the "development agenda"
of the Doha Round. But mere had been little progress on operationalising

At Doha in 2001 the parties to the next round of WTO trade
negotiations were committed to placing the interests of the Locs at the centre of me discussions. This implied the opening up of the developed world's

this principle. Overall the developed countries offered to provide duty and
quota free acceSS for 97% of Loc products by 2008, but the remaining 3%
might provide a loophole to protect especially sensitive industries such as

agricultural markets to Loc suppliers and presented a major challenge to the
EU's CAP. Whilst some progress was made at the Cancun negotiations in

textiles. The EU made it clear that further progress depended upon the Locs
making firm commitments to the reductio~ in their tariff barriers against
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manufactured imports and the opening up of their service sectors to foreign

the LDC total, but by 1995 their share EU manufactured imports had reached

suppliers. But by July 2006 the talks appeared to be stalled, with reductions

21% (83% of LDC manufactured total). This Asian NIC penetration of the

in agricultural domestic subsides by both the US and EU remaining the major
stumbling block.

EU market has continued over the last decade. Their exports increased 198%
between 1990 and 2000 compared with 80% with Latin American exports and
126% with the Mediterranean. But the most dramatic feature of recent years

Trade Performance

In 2000 the EU imported goods to the value of euros 43.8 bn

du monde
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has been the rise of China with its exports to the EU increasing by 516%, sup-

from the Acps, euros 48.6 bn from Latin America, euros 64-6 bn from the

plying 12% of all EU imports (2004), second only to the US (15%).
Turning specifically to the Acp group their share of EU imports

Mediterranean and euros 178.4 bn from Asia. In that same year exports to

suggests that there has been little apparent benefit from the preferences given

Asia were valued at euros 106. bn and to the Acp group only euros 39.7 bn.

under Lome. In 1976 the EU imported euros 10.5 bn of goods from the Acp

Although in real terms LDC exports to the EU have increased dramatically

countries, giving them a market share of 6.7%. By 2000 their shares of EU

L'Euwpc

since its inception, their relative share has declined significantly and been

imports had fallen to 4.2% and were worth eutos 44 bn; roughly equal to the
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dominated by primary products. Although in the 1970S the LDCs" export

EU's imports from Norway. The Acps have also failed to diversifY, with five

du monde

performance was particularly impressive, growing faster than either devel-

commodities oil, diamonds and gold, wood and ore accounting for half their

oped countries exports to the EU or intra-EU trade, in the 1980s the position

total exports to the EU. Although manufactured exports doubled between

reversed dramatically, with only the LDCs experiencing a reduction in their

1976 and 1992, they still accounted for only 29% of total Acp exports in 1992.
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value of exports. Thus while in 1976 the LDCs accounted for 45% of EU

Acp exports are also dominated by a small number of countries. Ten countries

ofEuropt'an tini,m

imports, by 1990 their share had fallen to 31%. This deterioration in export

account for three quarters of all Acp exports to the EU. Of these South Mrica
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performance can be accounted for by two factors: the switch in oil imports

is by far the most important and the only significant supplier of manufactu-

Poli.:y

away from LDCs and the fall in primary commodity prices.

red goods. It accounted for one third of all Acp exports to the EU in 2000.

Although primary products dominate LDC exports, accounting

However South Mrica is not eligible for the nonteciprocal trade preferences

for two thirds of the total, it is the trend in manufactured products that would

that are currently extended to the rest of the Acp group. The next largest Acp

be expected to reflect the process of sustained economic development in LDCs.
Unfortunately, the growth in manufactured exports has been confined to a vety

trading partner is Nigeria whose exports are dominated by oil.
Thus over two decades of Lome preferences the Acp group had

small number ofLDCs. While the share of the Acp countries in manufactured

seen their share of EU imports halve, while studies of the impact of the GsP

exports to the EU fell from 6.6% in 1962 to 0.9% in 2004, that of the Asian

upon non-ACP LDCs suggested that it has been of very limited value in sti-

newly industrialised countries (NIC) Taiwan, Malaysia, Thailand, Singapore,

mulating exports 5. Several factors might account for this; small preference

Hong Kong and South Korea demonstrated dramatic growth. In 1962 the Asian

margins, quantitative limits and problems associated with "rules of origin" '.

NICs accounted for only 1.7% of total EU manufactured imports and 16% of

The Lame Convention restricted non-ACP inputs to 10% of the good's

1

domestic value added for it to qualifY for duty-free access. These restrH:Uc'ns,
are particularly onerous for the Caribbean and Pacific Acps who look to
US and Japan for industrial partners.
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must be addressed within the context of the wider international negotiations of the WTO. Whatever the outcome of the current EPA negotiations
under the Cotonou Agreement, they will be required to be WTO compa-

More importantly; Lome and the GsP had been cOlnprornis,ed,
by other protectionist measures. Although the tariffs faced by the LDCs

tible. In the ongoing Doha Round, with its commitment to a development

appear to have presented any serious obstacles to most of their exports since

Issues of "special and differential treatment", and "substantially all trade"

the Tokyo Round of tariff reductions (19731979) 7, non-tariff instruments were

have yet to be addressed and may have a profound effect upon the ulti-

a far more serious problem. Non-tariffbarriers included state aids to j·lldllstrie.,,,

mate form of any EPA. Further, although the EU has placed an emphasis

public procurement restrictions, technical regulations, minimum import

upon regional EPAs this need not be the outcome. Regional configurations

ces (under CAP), quotas, antidumping duties and voluntary export restraints

are presenting serious difficulties in the negotiations, since they are likely

(VER). Of these VERs the MFA was the most important and it had created a

to include both low-income LDCs, who qualifY for the EBA, as well as

L'Europe

significant preference for the Acps, who were exempt, until it was phased out

other Acp states and may need to be superimposed upon existing customs

et

As we have seen another major obstacle to the development of LDC
exports is the CAP not only to the EU itsel£ but also thtough competition on
world markets presented by subsidised EU exports of surplus produce.
But in any discussion of LDC trade attention must also turn to
internal supply conditions in the LDCs themselves. Inappropriate policiesincluding overvalued exchange rates, corruption misallocation of capitalhave all undermined international competitiveness. While rising wage costs,
capital shortages, poor infrastructure and human capital have all undermined
productivity. All of these factors lie at the heart of the economic development
problem that the EU has attempted to address mrough its aid progranlffie.

unions. Individual country EPAs or "master and subsidiary EPAs" remain

du rmmde
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2005.

agenda, the precise requirements ofWTO compatibility are as yet unclear.

a possibility as the EU attempts to reconcile its commitment to ensuring
that there is no deterioration in Acp trade preferences with its desire for

1

WTO compatibility. Failing all other options the fall back position may
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well be some variant on the current "GsP plus" regime.
For the EU both the WTO and EPA, negotiations have pre-

of European lini"n

sented difficulties in reconciling development policy commitments with

Pulley

the opposition of domestic vested interests, particularly in regard to agricultural products. The opening up of the EU market to competitive agricultural imports is intimately tied to the issue of CAP reform. For the EU
the price of furmer agricultural trade liberalization is the opening up of

Overview
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the world's service sector to international competition. Such liberalization
The integration of developing countries into the world eco-

of service sector provision is also seen as offering a potential contribution

nomy has always been one of me principal objectives of EU development

to LDC development through the efficiency gains of international trade.

policy. In recent years this focus upon the opening up of LDC economies,

Nonetheless it is clearly recognised that without technical and financial

as part of a general programme of structural adjustment, has taken centre

assistance to undertake trade-related adjustment the supply-side problems

stage. But any discussion of the EU's trade preference regime for the LDCs

of most developing countries will undermine any potential gains from

Dcvdorn:cnt

trade liberalization and might indeed exacerbate their economic pHJUlernlS.
The continued dominance of EU Loc imports by a very small number

Lome

developing countries and the predominance of primary products ""fJU.[[S,
is a clear indication of the degree of economic transformation that will be

ciated with an EOF. Thus Lome Ill, which commenced in 1986, was associated

required if world trade liberalization is to be a help rather than a hindrance
for the Locs.

with the sixth EOF, disbursing euros 7.4 bn together with euros 1.1 bn from the
European Investment Bank (ElB). 80% ofEoF6 funds were allocated ro agreed
programmes of conventional aid projects in each Acp, while 20% funded

Aid. Aid disbursements by the European Commission are provided from

specific purposes such as STABEX and emergency aid (i.e. nonprogrammable).
STABEX began with Lome I and provided partial compensation to the Acps for

two sources the European Development Funds (EOF) , associated with the
Yaounde, Lome and Cotonou Conventions, and the general EU budget. The
LTuropc
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Initially each Lome Convention lasted for five years and was asso-

EOF was the major source of Commission development assistance in 1990
(euros 1,256 mn) but by 2003 expenditure from the EU's general budget for
"external actions" had reached euros 6,524 mn, whilst the EOF had gtown to
only euros 2>437 mn. This expansion in the funding of aid from the "el.le-.
ral budget is explained by the significant shift in the focus of EU assistance
towards Central and Eastern Europe; the PHARE programme alone accounting for euros 1,547 mn in 2003. The EOFs cover a period of five years and,
although administered by the Commission, have separate Ms contributory
arrangements from those for the EU's general budget. There is also a separate
EOF Committee to supervise it.
From 1984 to 1993 the aid disbursed by the Commission had
been increasing at an average annual rate of 20% and by 1994 totalled euros
4-1 bn, making the Communiry the second largest multilateral donor after
the World Bank. However this represented only 17% of the total official aid
given by the MSs and was smaller than the bilateral aid budgets of France
or Germany. But by 2003 EC Official Development Assistance (OOA) and
Official Aid expenditure had grown to euros 8.9 bn., of which 30% was provided by the EOF. The Communiry is now the third largest aid donor, in its
own right, after Japan and the US.

falls in agricultural export earnings, either from a decline in commodiry prices
or from a fall in output; 48 "soft" commodities were covered. Similar earnings
support was offered to states dependent upon mineral exports under SYSMIN,
created under Lome 11. There is also provision under Article 188 of the Treary for
assistance with the financing of imports during structural adjustment.
Programmable aid was divided, at the commencement of a
Convention, into shares for each region and state. Each Acp government

L'Emope
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then negotiated a National Indicative Programme (NIP), setting out, in broad
terms, the framework within which the aid will be spent. Within this fra-
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mework specific projects were then planned.
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LomeW

Although the economic situation of many Acp countries had deteriorated throughout the period of the Conventions, this deterioration became
more marked during the period of Lome Ill. Falling commodity prices, rising
world interest rates and substantial borrowings resulted in a serious debt problem for many LoCs, especially the Mrican States; e.g. Acp Mrican countries
debt had risen from $56 bn in 1980 to $128 bn in 1987. Two major issues began
to be addressed during Lome Ill, and became a major focus of debate in the
negotiations for Lome IV: trade verses aid, and structural adjustment in the Acps.
With regard to trade the Northern MSs of the EU sought a further extension of

,
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trade preferences on temperate agricultural goods to the Acps rather than

increase in real terms over Lome Ill. Of this total euros 10.8 bn was disbursed

ther increases in the volume ofEC aid. However they faced opposition from

through EOF7 and the remaining euros 1.2 bn through the EIB, whim was to

Southern MSs, whose produce would face enhanced competition.

encourage the role of the private secror. Recognising the increasing financial
difficulties of the Acp countries, more of the assistance was in the form of

The second major focus of debate within the EU had been
degree to which aid should be directed towards countries undertaking"

,gnlm, rather than loans. Of the Eop funds euros 1.25 bn was set aside for assist-

tural adjustment" policies, i.e. economic reforms involving cuts in "m'p.';

ing regional cooperation amongst the Acps themselves, and euros 1.15 bn was

ment expenditure, removal of price controls, devaluation and priva1tiS<ltie'Il

allocated specifically to structural adjustment support (SAS). STABEX funding
increased by 62% to eutos 1.5 bn and SYSMIN to euros 480 m., in the face

Initially under the Conventions the Acps were left with substantial freed,oIli
influence Acp development strategies by stating EU preferences. Thus

of falling commodity prices, and changed from loans to grants.
In 1994 the mid-term review was undertaken and, although ori-

quarters of funds allocated under the NIPs were focused upon rural

ginally intended only to consider the levels of aid for the remaining five years

L'Europc

pment, and the EC succeeded in establishing a "policy dialogue" with

of Lome IV, it coincided with a changing international environment and

et

Acp government, asking them to indicate the range of policy measures

increasing dissatisfaction with the performance of the EU's aid programme.

du monde

would talce to support these priorities.
Nonetheless in the negotiations over Lome IV some MSs, esr.ed,alIV

In addition there was concern as to the Community's administrative effi-
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the UK and the Netherlands, wished the Acps to focus even more clearly

the slowness of their disbursement. At the end of the third year of Lome IV

or Europt'an Unioll

structural adjustment policies by reallocating a greater proportion
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aid funds away from conventional projects. The Community influence

(EOP7) only 15.5% of funds had been paid, while in 1994 EOF5 had finally
closed having disbursed only 87')10 of its monies. Similarly STABEX was cri-

Policy

the Acps is clearly greater the larger is the proportion of Lome funds that

ticised for its lack of clear rules and failure to monitor the use of funds and

not been preallocated to countries under their NIPs. A structural fund of
500 mn had been established under Lome III to provide balance of m"mpnf.<

SYSMIN had disbursed only 35% of its Lome III funds.
The evaluation of EU project aid had also been regarded as inade-

support for the poorest African States, in response to the STABEX fund be(;onrunl

quate; the Commission itself recognised that one third of its projects were likely

overdrawn. The eligibility criteria to draw ftom this fund was that each

to have offered poor value for money. This relatively poor record had given

must have introduced appropriate economic policies and agreements with

weight to the argument that greater emphasis should be placed upon macro

IMFfWorld Bank were talcen as evidence of this; approximately half of the

structural adjustment funding. Thus project aid had recently talcen a smaller

had sought such adjustment credits ftom the World Bank.

share of EU aid, declining from 66% ro 42% over the previous ten years.

in deciding their aid priorities, but with Lome

L'Europc
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III

an attempt was made
ne"pln

Lome IV was finally signed in December 1989 and, unlilce

ciency in regard to development funds. In particular attention was drawn to

Despite an original Commission proposal of euros 16.5 bn for Eop8 and an

ous Conventions, ran for ten years until the year 2000. The financial res:ources

increase in the number of EU aid donors from 12 to 15, the total value of

allocated to the first five years of the Convention totalled euros 12 bn, a

Lome IV aid for its final five years was pegged in real terms to euros 14.96 bn.

la

s,~curire

To address the problem of slow disbursement and unallocated funds

role of the private sector was seen as crucial to the long-term develop-

enhance the influence of the EU in ensuring the commitment of Acp

of the Acps. Private investment is regarded as offering greater efficiency.

tries to structural adjustment programmes, aid was now to be phased.

seen as more likely to identifY commercially viable projects, implement

70% of a country's NIP aid was allocated for the first three years, the
ing 30% being conditional upon satisfactory performance, including
human rights.

efficiently and provide essential complimentary factors: e.g. manageskills, marketing and distribution. Cotonou therefore places an emphasis
promoting the public-private sector dialogue, building the capacity of
sector organisations and providing financial support. The euros 2.2 bn

Cotonou

[hv'est:mlent Facility is a revolving fund, reinvesting its returns, administered
The successor Cotonou Partnership Agreement was s]"grLedc'

June 2000 and will run for 20 years, with provision for revision every
L'Europe
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years, coinciding with a new EDF. The number of members of the Acp

the EIB: It provides equity investment, credit guarantees and concessional
It focuses upon assisting small local businesses, local financial institu-

has now increased to 79, although South Mrica continues to be ex(:lu,~.

and enterprises being privatised.
Cotonou completes the process begun under Lome IV in that

from the current trade preferences. Although presented as a radical depalrtui

funds allocated to individual Acps are now subject to rolling review and

from the arrangements of the Lome Conventions, the Cotonou A!;reerr,e:

no longer regarded as an entitlement. A country's aid is allocated on the

shares many features with its predecessors, especially Lome IV. •

of both need and performance. The criteria for assessing "need" include

In regard to the aid component, the total value of resource" 'I

capita income, economic and social development indicators, level of

L'Euwpe
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be made available over the period 20002007 is euros 25 bn. Of this EDF9

Devdopmcm

provide euros 13.5 bn, and the remaining undispersed balances from

OffNi.)"

sment includes progress in the implementation of institutional reform, the

[kvelor mCU1

PoEcy

EDFs euros 9.9 bn. In addition, the EIB will be providing euros 1.7 bn
funds. The aid instruments have been radically simplified into two .. pn,,,;I;

eliIclerlcy in the use of resources, poverty reduction, sustainable development

l'o!iq

pes" grants (euros 11.3 bn) and the risk/loan Investment Facility (euros 2.2

process is vulnerable to arbitrary application. Although it is intended that the

The creation of a single grant envelope eliminates the previous di:stillctior

performance assessment should be the product of" dialogue" between the EU

between programmable and nonprogrammable aid, abolishing STABEX

and the Acp government, the role of the Commission in developing a trans-

SYSMIN. Further, the grant facility represents a further move away from
vidual project finance towards more general sectoral and budget support.

parent and consistent criteria will be crucial.
Of even greater political sensitivity was the increasing empha-

the grant element euros 1.3 bn is specifically allocated to funding regional

sis being placed upon human rights, democracy and the rule of law. The

grammes. The EU regards itself as having a particular contribution to

EU insisted that these be included as "essential" elements of the Cotonou

to the fostering of regional integration and the regional aid programme

Agreement, breaches leading to the possible imposition of sanctions, including

complement the move to regional EPAs.

the suspension of aid. The EU had also wished to include good governance,

}irld,:btedlne,ss and dependence on export earnings. The "performance" asses-

macroeconomic and sectoral policy performance. Clearly this assessment
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